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Abstract

The credibility revolution has facilitated tremendous progress in the social sciences by
advancing design-based strategies that rely on internal validity to deductively identify
causal effects. We demonstrate that prioritizing internal validity while neglecting con-
struct and external validity undermines causal generalization and misleadingly converts
a deductive claim of causality into a claim based on speculation and exploration – un-
dermining the very goals of the credibility revolution. We develop a formal framework
of causal specification to demonstrate that internal, external and construct validity are
jointly necessary for generalized claims regarding a causal effect. If one lacks construct
validity, one cannot assign meaningful labels to the cause or to the outcome. If one
lacks external validity, one cannot make statements about the conditions required for the
cause to occur. Re-balancing considerations of internal, construct and external validity
via causal specification preserves and advances the intent of the credibility revolution to
understand causal effects.
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1 Introduction

The Gold Standard Lab (GSL) undertakes a study of an intervention intended to in-

crease juror turnout.1 Inspired by get out the vote (GOTV) studies (e.g., Abrajano and

Panagopoulos, 2011; Arceneaux and Nickerson, 2010; Gerber and Green, 2000; Green and

Gerber, 2008; Green et al., 2013; Trivedi, 2005), GSL exposes residents to different mes-

sages using jury summons reminder postcards (partially replicating Bowler et al., 2014).

Fortunately, the researchers in GSL are well-trained in design-based causal inference and

so they conduct a gold-plated randomized controlled trial (RCT). GSL ask the Riverside

(CA) County Superior Court to mail official government postcards to residents who re-

cently received a jury summons, randomizing so that half receive a standard reminder

postcard and the other half receive a postcard indicating that failure to appear could

result in fines or imprisonment. The “enforcement” condition results in a statistically

significant 10 percent increase in turnout relative to the “control” condition – an effect

size more than 20 times that typically found in GOTV postcard experiments.

Given these strong results, GSL recommends courts adopt postcards with the enforce-

ment message as a policy, and they publish an article containing the causal generalization:

“Enforcement messages increase juror turnout.” Eager to demonstrate the efficacy of

the enforcement message in other jurisdictions, GSL next collaborates with the superior

court in Orange County, California – a more affluent county adjacent to Riverside – to

implement the identical gold-plated evaluation. Much to their surprise, the enforcement

postcard shows no treatment effect. Discouraged, GSL returns to Riverside to replicate

the initial results. This time the jury administrator is too busy to collaborate so GSL use

postcards that do not have the official court seal and return address. They believe the

different postcards will not matter because the enforcement message – the causal variable

1Jury service is a form of democratic participation (Amar, 1995), which is a political
right that governments can coerce (Rose, 2005). Courts routinely seek low-cost methods
to increase the yield for jury summonses (Boatright, 1999).

https://www.riverside.courts.ca.gov/
https://www.riverside.courts.ca.gov/
https://www.occourts.org/
https://www.occourts.org/
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in their understanding – is the same as in the original study. Unfortunately, they find no

treatment effect in this replication.

GSL understands research best practices in light of the “credibility revolution,” which

focuses on the necessity of internal validity to enable claims of causality (Angrist and

Pischke, 2010). However, the GSL vignette illustrates a pervasive problem in the social

sciences guided by the credibility revolution. Routinely, there is a substantial gap between

identifying an internally valid relationship between measured variables and arriving at a

correct generalization about what causes what. The current approaches advanced by the

credibility revolution for identifying causal effects from data fail to close this gap and

as a result, confront fundamental problems for warranting causal generalizations (for a

thorough treatment, see Shadish et al., 2002).

When a researcher claims to have established causality with data – such as when GSL

claimed an effect of enforcement messages after the first Riverside trial – the researcher

must undertake potentially risky inferences beyond what is implied by the data, and inter-

nal validity can address only a subset of the inferential risks. One risk concerns the proper

specification of the causes and the effects (e.g., that the enforcement message increased

turnout, as opposed to some other feature of the intervention). Another risk concerns

properly specifying the scope conditions of the generalization (e.g., GSL’s erroneous ex-

pectation that the intervention would also work in Orange County). We argue that the

first of these two risks can be understood as the risk of a failure of construct validity and

the second can be understood as the risk of a failure of external validity.

The methods proposed by the credibility revolution identify causal effects in terms

of measured variables, rather than in terms of the actual causes and effects, and often

leave the scope of the generalization as implicitly local to the experimental setting. How-

ever, researchers virtually never interpret their (implicitly local) findings in terms of the

measured variables themselves. Instead, they typically state a generalization that posits

the actual causes and effects. When researchers make causal generalizations in ordinary
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language based on measured variables, those generalizations are only deductively sound

given a set of background assumptions, including assumptions about construct and exter-

nal validity. While practitioners may intend their causal claims to be deductive, neglecting

considerations of construct and external validity instead makes those claims speculative

and exploratory (Banerjee et al., 2017). The claims instead become inductions based on

possibly misconceptualized categories and conditions supported by verbal assurances and

intuitive plausibility – contrary to the animating ideas of the credibility revolution.

In this sense, the identification assumptions advanced by the credibility revolution

are inadequate to support generalized causal claims. By focusing excessively on internal

validity, such methods attend too little to the inferential risks in causal generalization

that are addressed by considerations of construct and external validity. Thus, even when

the target estimand is correctly “identified” (in the sense that term is ordinarily used in

literature inspired by the credibility revolution), the causal elements remain speculative

or unknown. Our framework, which we call causal specification, demonstrates the joint

necessity of internal, construct, and external validity in causal generalization. We show

that even a minimal claim about what causes what cannot be correct if it has only inter-

nal validity and lacks construct and external validity. We show instead that augmenting

identification with considerations of construct and external validity can preserve the de-

ductive nature of such claims. Doing so is crucial to preserving the intent of the credibility

revolution to focus on understanding causal effects.

2 The Credibility Revolution

The GSL team published a paper reporting the successful results from the first Riverside

trial because their training in design-based causal inference led them to believe that the

RCT identified a causal effect. Their training was built on the “credibility revolution,”

which promotes quantitative research designs for identifying causal effects from observed
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data (Angrist and Pischke, 2010; Imbens, 2019; Pearl, 2000; Rubin, 1974). In this tra-

dition, causal claims are “credible” because the connection between a statistical result

and a causal effect of interest deductively follows from transparently-stated assumptions

(Gelman and Imbens, 2013; Lundberg et al., 2021), such as an assumption of internal

validity that posits the absence of confounding under a randomization. While we high-

light RCTs throughout, this tradition also advances natural-experimental designs such

as instrumental variables, matching, difference-in-differences and regression discontinuity

that posit different assumptions (Angrist and Pischke, 2015; Keele and Minozzi, 2013).

Many of the advances in the credibility revolution have been governed by one of

two comprehensive frameworks for causal inference, the potential outcomes framework,

also known as the “Rubin causal model” (RCM) (Holland, 1986; Imbens, 2019), and the

structural causal model (SCM) framework developed by Pearl (Pearl, 2000). Each of these

frameworks is rooted in the counterfactual notion of causality (Lewis, 1973; Neyman, 1935;

Woodward, 2004), although in different ways.

In either framework, a causal effect is defined by comparing the counterfactual out-

comes – that is, what would have happened if the cause had been present versus absent,

while everything else had remained the same. Because it is not possible to observe events

that don’t actually occur, at least half of the relevant cases remain unobserved. A causal

effect is said to be identified only if the effect described in counterfactual terms can be

uniquely expressed as a function of the observed data alone (Petersen and Laan, 2014).

Identification, because it involves inference from observed data to a general causal pat-

tern expressed partly in terms of unobserved counterfactuals, requires a set of assumptions

about the relation between the observed data and the causal effect of interest.

We illustrate identification using the RCT design. To simplify, we assume a binary

representation of the causal process, where the random variable A indicates the treatment

state and ¬A indicates the control state (¬ is a symbol meaning “not” or “false”), and

a binary outcome variable B. We also assume that the intervention A contains causally
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efficacious elements that monotonically increase the probability of their effects, including

in the presence of other causes. In an RCT, we say that internal validity is present if

{(BA
i , B

¬A
i )} ⊥ Ai. (1)

Subscript i indicates an event or realization of a random variable for unit i.2 The symbol

⊥ means “is independent of.”3 Here, BA
i represents the counterfactual outcome B con-

ditionally upon unit i’s being exposed to A, regardless of whether that unit was actually

exposed to A. Likewise B¬A
i represents the counterfactual conditionally upon that unit’s

not being exposed to A. For every unit of analysis or trial in an experiment, these terms

represent the event B that would have occurred had A occurred (BA), or respectively not

occurred (B¬A).

In an RCT, the assumption of internal validity in 1 generally holds that the units in

treatment and control have identical distributions of potential outcomes, and hence each

group can supply the missing counterfactuals for the other. If assumption 1 is true, then

it follows that the causal effect estimand τi is identified using the observed data:4

τ = p(B|A)− p(B|¬A), (2)

since the only systematic difference between those in the A condition and those in the ¬A

condition is their exposure to A.5 The difference between the conditional probabilities

2Throughout we assume that each unit i is an element of a set S, where S is the set of
units either selected into, or potentially selected into, the RCT. For example S could be
a convenience sample, or it could be a sampling frame.

3A weaker version of 1 only requires the claim to be true within strata of covariates.
4Note that in 2 we are conditioning on the observed data, Bi = AiB

A
i + ¬AiB¬A

i .
5Here and below we suppress subscripts for simplicity. One could write 2 as τ =

pi∈S|A(Bi|Ai)−pi∈S|¬A(Bi|¬Ai). This is the “intention to treat” effect and it also requires
the stable unit treatment value assumption (SUTVA). Identification of an intervention
effect requires a third assumption called the exclusion restriction. We examine the exclu-
sion restriction and SUTVA in the section on construct validity below. It is not relevant
to the argument whether the probabilities in 2 are frequentist or subjective.
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on the right-hand side of 2 is treated as an estimate of the causal effect τ , since under

assumption 1 the magnitude of the difference is not driven by bias that would otherwise

occur from confounding; see Gerber and Green (2012, 38).6 Researchers can move from

the estimated statistical relationship between A and B to a counterfactual claim with a

causal interpretation, saying “A causes B” if the estimated τ is different from zero.

In this paper, we focus on RCTs where the assumption of internal validity is well-

justified by the randomization of unit assignments. That is, randomization renders the

assumption of internal validity relatively weak and plausible. The claim to have identified

a causal effect, however, in no way depends on the strength of the assumptions associated

with any specific research design. The conclusion that A causes B deductively follows

from the premises encoded in the assumptions laid out in the formal apparatus of identi-

fication, such as selection on observables for matching and regression or the parallel path

assumption for difference-in-differences (Keele and Minozzi, 2013; Pearl, 2000). Once the

assumptions are made, the conclusion follows.

The credibility revolution was motivated by previous generations’ näıve reliance on

regression models of observational data to test for causality. In that context, applied

researchers invoked verbal assurances that they had knowledge of which variables needed

to be included, and access to measures of those variables. These assurances typically

strained credulity (Leamer, 1983). In turn, many researchers developed what Stokes

(2014) refers to as “radical skepticism” about unobserved confounders. We develop our

arguments with the RCT design in which the internal validity assumption is relatively

weak, so that we can focus on what even perfect internal validity does not accomplish.

Radical skepticism was an excess, but the concerns of the radical skeptics, which helped

motivate the current prioritization of internal validity, recur also for construct validity

and external validity, as will become evident in our notation and discussion below.

6In addition, researchers can use departures from the internal validity assumption in 1
to explore the sensitivity of τ to such departures, to assess the strength of the assumption.
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3 Validity and Causal Generalization

The credibility revolution has made enormous contributions by emphasizing the critical

role of assumptions for deductive causal claims (Gelman and Imbens, 2013; Keele and

Minozzi, 2013). In current practice, however, identification of causal effects fails to in-

corporate assumptions regarding construct and external validity that also are necessary

for supporting generalized causal claims, and this is true whether one relies on the RCM

or the SCM for identification. In what follows, we explain how our causal specification

framework clarifies these essential quantities that must be present in either framework for

generalized causal claims to have validity. We also explain how the neglect of construct

and external validity undermines the capacity of scholars in the credibility revolution to

make the deductive claims they intend to make. In the discussion we show how to mod-

ify the RCM and SCM – varying from revisions and extensions to altering fundamental

principles (Edwards et al., 2015) – in order to accommodate our definitions of construct

and external validity.

As Holland (1986) notes, the variables that actually are measured in a scientific pro-

cedure – such as A and B – are “primitive” to the potential outcomes framework, and

hence counterfactuals and identification are each with respect to the measured variables.7

Shadish et al. (2002) forcefully argue, however, that researchers’ semantic statements of

causal effects are virtually always stated at the level of cause and effect – what we call

the causal “relata” – and virtually never in terms of the measured variables themselves

(see also Kim, 1971). That is, in most applications, only some aspects of the measured

7In practice, users of the SCM framework depict measured variables as causal nodes,
and so also take measured variables as primitive. As Pearl (2010, 872) explains, under
the “consistency rule” of SCM, all relevant causal features must be labeled and depicted
in a graph in order for the model to be consistent with a counterfactual representation of
causality. However, when positing measured variables as causes, the graph only implic-
itly encodes assumptions of how the counterfactuals connect to the measured variables
(Edwards et al., 2015), which violates the consistency rule. The appendix shows that
conditioning on measured variables as causal nodes in a graph can never depict a valid
representation of a causal claim in that each measured variable only serves as a collider.
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variables are causally relevant. Accurately specifying the causal relata – specifying which

aspects of the measured intervention had which relevant effects – is essential to stating

a causal claim that is useful for understanding the world. In addition, the experiment is

always embedded in a set of conditions that also matter for the presence of causality.

Consider a typical causal process about which researchers wish to make a causal in-

ference (Mackie, 1965; Paul and Hall, 2013; Rothman, 1976). In any experimental design,

the intervention will contain a (potentially null) set of causes, which we label “active

ingredients,” along with other elements that are not causal, or “inert ingredients” (see

Cook et al., 2014). Likewise, the outcome will contain elements that are of interest (“the

disease”) and that are not of direct interest (“symptoms”). We refer to the intervention’s

active ingredient and the outcome of interest as the causal “relata.” In our example, GSL

described the manipulated active ingredient as the “enforcement message” and “juror

turnout” as the outcome of interest. The active ingredients in the intervention will be

catalyzed by conditions that are present in the setting or field (Cartwright, 2011; Vander-

Weele and Hernán, 2006) without which the cause will not occur – ingredients perhaps

present in Riverside but not in Orange County.

We formalize the relata and conditions using the following simple causal claim,

“α causes β in γ,” (3)

where α and β are types or classes of events, such as random variables, and γ is a set of

contexts or conditions. We assume that causation is a relation between individual concrete

events (see Schaffer, 2016, for a review of other metaphysical alternatives), indicated with

subscript i. For example, α is the class of events in which summoned jurors receive

a postcard with such-and-such a content, and αi is an individual event of a particular

summoned juror receiving a particular postcard. Following convention in philosophy,

we use quotation marks to designate a claim (e.g. as opposed to a fact in nature). A
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particular causal claim is a type of historical, hypothetical, or predictive statement about

the relationship between two individual events: “αi caused (or would have caused or will

cause) βi.” A general causal claim or causal generalization references a pattern among

the relata, that “events of type α cause events of type β.”

Often, as we have just done, the conditions or settings in which the generalization holds

are left implicit or unstated. Some causal generalizations in physics might be intended

to be truly universal (Holland 1986, 947, though see Cartwright 1983 for concerns): α

causes β (or tends to cause β) whenever and wherever α occurs. However, in social science,

causal generalizations are nearly always implicitly restricted to settings with relevant local

conditions, γ, that are often vaguely stated or understood. For example, the GSL could

only reasonably expect postcards to work in functioning democracies and among literate

participants who know English, even if they did not explicitly say so.

The statement “α causes β in γ” is a generalization: it is a claim that one thing

generally causes another in a certain range of conditions (Kruglanski and Kroy, 1976). A

causal claim is valid if the claim is true, that is, if the purported cause and purported effect

are the actual cause and actual effect.8 In our terminology, the general causal claim that

“α causes β in γ” is valid if it is indeed the case that α causes β in γ. In this conception,

validity is at its core a relationship between a claim and the world – the relationship that

holds if and only if the claim correctly reflects reality (Shadish et al., 2002, 35).

There are exactly four ways in which the causal generalization “α causes β in γ” can

be invalid, corresponding to the four parts of the claim:

(i) α

(ii) causes

(iii) β

8This definition comes from measurement theory originating in Kelly (1927), “the prob-
lem of validity is whether a test really measures what it purports to measure” and is
consistent with Borsboom et al. (2004). On inconsistencies and conceptual difficulties in
the concept of validity, see Feest (2020), Jiménez-Buedo (2011) and Sullivan (2009).
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(iv) in γ

Something might cause β in γ, but that something might not be events of type α (falsity

in part i). Events of type α might cause something in γ, but that something might not

be events of type β (falsity in part iii). Events of type α might cause events of type β

across some range of conditions, but not across the range γ (falsity in part iv). Or events

of type α might be related to events of type β across conditions γ but the relationship

might not be a directional causal relationship of the sort claimed (falsity in part ii).

To illustrate, consider how GSL’s causal generalization, “Enforcement messages in-

crease juror turnout,” might fail:

(i) Their claim might fail because the researchers have misconstrued the nature of the

cause, assigning an incorrect semantic label. The postcards might have had their

effect not because of the specific words in the enforcement message, but rather

because that message was contained on an official postcard.

(ii) Their claim might fail internally, due to chance or poor experimental design. Maybe

jurors who were already planning to appear at court disproportionately received the

threatening postcards.

(iii) Their claim might fail because the researchers have misconstrued the nature of the

outcome, assigning an incorrect semantic label. Maybe juror turnout was mismea-

sured – for example, if the jury administrator classifies respondents who request an

excuse from jury service as a successful recruitment.

(iv) Their claim might fail because they have implicitly mischaracterized how broadly

their claim generalizes. The claim invites the reader to generalize to most normal

U.S. jury-summons contexts (though unfortunately this remains vague); but perhaps

it only works in certain communities.

Generalizations always go beyond the scientific evidence. Researchers will have wit-

nessed only a finite number of events in a specific time and place. In order to make
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general causal claims that are meaningful to others, researchers must make a causal infer-

ence, moving from the evidence to a causal claim on the basis of theory, common sense,

and other considerations – that is, assumptions combined with the evidence (see Lundberg

et al., 2021). A causal generalization results from an inferential leap to the conclusion

that in general, under conditions γ, α-type events cause β-type events. Such an inference

may or may not be warranted, but without an inference, even if a study induced causality

it could not support a general causal claim.

Now consider the evidence that is created in an experiment. Our framework distin-

guishes the active causes in the relata and conditions from the inert ingredients and other

events that are bundled with them in the intervention and outcome measurement; that is,

we do not take variables as the “primitives” of the analysis. To clarify this distinction, we

label the elements of the bundles (the causes, effects and conditions of interest, plus inert

ingredients and other events) with lower-case Greek letters, and we label the measured

bundles with upper case Latin letters. In the fully binary case

A , {α ∧ θα} (4a)

B , {β ∨ θβ} (4b)

C , {γ ∧ θγ} (4c)

Note that , means “is definitionally equal to,” ∧ logically means “and,” (requiring both

elements to be true) and ∨ logically means “or” (requiring one or both elements to be

true). In the binary case, each variable can be set to either true or false.

The upper case variables A,B,C are observed measures of the intervention, outcome,

and conditions, respectively.9 Greek letter variables represent hypothesized causes, con-

ditions and effects, inert elements, and elements that are not of direct interest, which

combine into informationally-equivalent sets (Dafoe et al., 2018). The elements {α, γ}
9We omit measurement error in the notation (see Edwards et al., 2015).
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are “active ingredients” that have a causal effect on the outcome of interest β. The ele-

ments {θα, θγ} are “inert ingredients” and θβ is a related outcome that is not of interest.10

This notation makes clear that measured variables are inherently bundles. In particu-

lar, removing the inert ingredient θα in equation 4a would make A false. This is because

active and inert ingredients {α, θα} are bundled together in the intervention. For example,

in the first GSL trial, the postcards bundled the enforcement message with an implied

threat, an emotional tone, numerals related to the relevant statute, amount of ink, and

sentence complexity (all of which vary at least slightly between treatment and control).

Likewise, C bundles all of the conditions {γ, θγ} that remain constant. These include

design elements that are identical for both the treatment and control condition (e.g., the

cardstock and court seal), the attributes of the experimental units that are assumed to be

balanced through randomization (e.g., employment status of the recipient and time the

postcard was received), and the conditions in the setting (e.g., Riverside during the rainy

season). Typically, neither these conditions nor C itself is literally “measured” beyond

disclosures of experimental procedures and the setting of the RCT.

The disjunction in 4b represents that the measurement of an outcome might reflect

the real outcome of interest, β, or instead a related event not of direct interest, θβ (e.g.

a legally valid request for excuse). In most studies, β itself cannot be measured in isola-

tion but must be inferred from self-reports, records, or events assumed to stand in some

felicitous causal relation to β. For simplicity, our notation omits cases in which β occurs

but remains unmeasured: It models the risk of “false positives” while leaving the risk of

“false negatives” unmodeled.11

In an RCT, the evidence is limited to the measured variables. Typically, however,

researchers’ causal claims make reference to the events here represented as Greek letters,

not to the measured entities characterized by Latin letters. The definition in 4 makes

explicit that the Greek-letter reality behind the Latin-letter measures remains a matter

10For simplicity, we omit interactions between elements of the information set.
11False positives would require a disjunction of conjunctions in the definition of B.
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of inference, and this is true even when the causal estimand is identified. Under our sim-

plifying assumptions, identification establishes the following specific causal generalization

about what has actually been manipulated and measured:

“p(B|A ∧ C) > p(B|¬A ∧ C), ” (5)

where C is the implicit local situation.12 Note that throughout we use the textbook

definition of “identification” as the result of the relevant design-based assumptions. This

means that identification is only with respect to the Latin-letter variables – taken to be

primitive – not the Greek-letter causal relata or conditions. It follows from definition

4 that claim 5 is not the same as the (generalized) causal process of interest, which is

expressed as

“p(β|α ∧ γ) > p(β|¬α ∧ γ).” (6)

Of course, if the counterfactuals are literally defined only in terms of the measured

variables A and B, then considerations of construct validity are irrelevant; “A” is A and

“B” is B. Likewise, if the causal effect is only local to the conditions and setting C,

then considerations of external validity are largely irrelevant. But absent construct and

external validity, one cannot communicate the meaning of the results in claim 5 beyond

the statement “Whatever it was we did, at that one time and place, had an effect on

whatever it was we measured” (Cronbach, 1982). Since the identification strategy of an

RCT is only with respect to the measured variables, identification can only license a claim

such as 5 – a claim that would never be published. Claim 5 does not license the meaningful

semantic statement represented by claim 6 (Cook et al., 2014).

Note that a claim such as 5 is in the form of a deductive test; it is what Gelman and

Imbens (2013) call a “what if”- rather than a “why”-type assessment. In moving implicitly

12When stating claims regarding probability relations among event types (rather than
specific event sets, as in Section 2), the researcher can choose between frequentist versus
counterfactual versus subjective interpretations of probability.
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from 5 to 6, however, the researcher inadvertently transforms a “what if” question among

the measured variables into a speculative or exploratory “why” accounting of the relata

and conditions driving the statistical patterns that support claim 5. This is the case even

when claim 5 is said to be identified (Banerjee et al., 2017). When researchers neglect

construct and external validity, they are simply hazarding an exploratory guess about

causality. This is just like when earlier generations of social scientists offered exploratory

guesses about included covariates in hope of achieving internal validity.

Because identification is only with respect to the measured variables, and to local

conditions, the identification of potential outcomes implies nothing about parts (i), (iii), or

(iv) of a valid generalized causal claim, that is, the labeling of the relata and the conditions

under which the cause will occur.13 However, a causal generalization is not valid unless

all four elements are present: construct validity of the cause (i), internal validity (ii),

construct validity of the outcome (iii), and external validity (iv), which together capture

four distinct inferential risks in moving from scientific evidence to a general causal claim.

Hence, design-based identification does not provide sufficient assumptions to justify or

deduce a generalized causal claim.

Shadish et al. (2002) provides the classic statement of the existence of this gap between

measured variables and the constructs the variables are intended to represent. They pro-

pose a theory of causal generalization that states, even when internal validity is achieved,

moving from a claim such as 5 to a claim such as 6 requires construct validity to under-

stand how variables map onto underlying constructs, and external validity to understand

how causal effects can transport to new situations.14

13RCTs require two other assumptions beyond internal validity for identification, the
exclusion restriction and SUTVA, but as we explain below, neither of these assumptions
address considerations relevant to either construct or external validity.

14Shadish et al. (2002) assert each element of an experiment – the units, treatments,
outcomes and settings – represents a construct, and so construct validity is relevant to
each. In contrast, our definition of construct validity only considers claims regarding the
relata, while our definition of external validity only considers claims to generalization to
other units and settings.
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Next we develop the framework of causal specification to clarify the necessity of in-

ternal, construct and external validity for preserving the deductive nature of “what if”

causal questions. Our framework formalizes the insights of Shadish et al. (2002) into a

single expression that explicitly demonstrates the parity of each type of validity when

supporting a causal claim. Our framework provides the necessary assumptions regarding

each type of validity – internal, construct and external – that can ensure the deductive

conclusions operate both at the level of measured variables and at the level of causal

relata and conditions. As we detail below, construct validity is present when α and β are

correctly specified, and external validity is present when γ is correctly specified. Con-

struct and external validity, including correctly specified conditions and causal relata, are

no less necessary for causal generalization than internal validity.

4 Causal Specification for Internal Validity

Ever since Campbell introduced the definitions of internal and external validity in the

1950s, generations of scientists have been tutored to understand that internal validity can

warrant a “local” and “molar” causal claim (Campbell and Stanley, 1963; Cook, 2012;

Shadish et al., 2002), that is, a reportable finding of a causal effect for a (local) sample.15

Because internal validity establishes the presence of causality, it has had a lexical scientific

priority over external validity (e.g. Imbens and Rubin, 2015, 359).

Recall that we stated our general causal claim as the sentence: “α causes β in γ.” In

an RCT, identification requires internal validity, that is, that the probability of β under

the counterfactual of α being either true or false is in fact unrelated to the value of α

15Cook (2012) and Julnes (2004) document how Campbell’s later work distinguishes
“molar” interventions, which are complex packages of elements within the manipulated
variable, and “molecular” interventions which are the causal elements (see also Roth-
man, 1976). We build on this distinction below by labeling the causal elements “active
ingredents” and the remaining elements “inert ingredients.”
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within an experiment, or

“{p(βα), p(β¬α)} ⊥ α.” (7)

which is analogous to equation 1, except it is stated at the level of the causal relata, and

it is intended as a claim rather than a truth.

Establishing internal validity for a causal generalization requires specifying 7. That

is, it requires specifying the absence of a certain type of unbalanced distribution of con-

founding causes.16 Of course, no research design can ensure that claim 7 is true. A

randomized design makes a claim of unconfoundedness more plausible. Yet, even in a

perfectly designed RCT with a large sample, claim 7 might still be false. As a result,

all standard treatments of RCT design also require an assumption of independence (see

Holland, 1986) or randomization (Angrist et al., 1996). For generalization, the analo-

gous assumption must be made among the relata-level potential outcomes, which in turn

requires modifying the potential outcomes framework to relax the requirement that mea-

sured variables are primitive (Edwards et al., 2015).17

5 Causal Specification for Construct Validity

Traditionally, construct validity centers on considerations of the quality of observed mea-

sures when a criterion measure does not exist, to ensure that the outcome that is measured

in fact corresponds with the concept of interest (Adcock and Collier, 2001, 529). In causal

analysis, this means the semantic labels assigned to the causal relata are correct (Cook

et al., 2014).18 The notion originates in Cronbach and Meehl (1955) who proposed assess-

ing whether the pattern of convergences and divergences in a set of correlations meets the

theoretical expectations of a “nomological network.” As Borsboom et al. (2004) explains,

16We ignore inert properties that remain unbalanced.
17The appendix shows how the SCM can incorporate latent causes directly into a causal

graph.
18In this paper we set aside the issue of reliability. Reliability is related to validity in

that if the measurement is unreliable it may not be clear what it measures (Hood, 2009).
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such an analysis of correlations can never fully serve to match a measure with a con-

cept that is best understood as an ontological referent; such an approach would mistake

empirical validation procedures for validity (Alexandrova, 2017).19

According to Borsboom et al. (2004), a measure is construct valid if measured observa-

tions are themselves caused by the underlying (ontological) referent of interest. Referring

back to our definition 4, a causal generalization is construct valid only if A accurately

tracks α and B accurately tracks β. As ontological referents, α and β are not normally

measurable in isolation by the researcher. Instead, the correspondence between the mea-

sured variables and the intended relata is a (possibly warranted) assumption, governed

by considerations of construct validity, just as the presence of internal validity is an as-

sumption. Assigning correct semantic labels “α” and “β” to the causal relata thus stands

as one of the core inferential risks when making causal claims based on the statistical re-

lationship between A and B.20 Without an explicit assumption and justification for their

semantic labels, researchers cannot properly claim to have stated a generalized causal

effect. One knows only that something caused something, not what causes what.

Construct Validity of the Cause. Construct validity is essential for understanding

the role of the intervention as a possible causal agent, and so we first consider construct

validity of the cause. Generally, analysts claim the specific physical properties of an inter-

vention stand as an instance of an underlying, latent causal construct (Sartori, 1970). For

example, Gerber et al. (2008) takes the text statement on a postcard promising to reveal

one’s voting behavior to one’s neighbors as an instance of “social pressure,” much like

19On balance, a close reading of Cronbach and Meehl (1955) need not support the Bors-
boom et al. (2004) allegation that an investigation of a nomological network only amounts
to an atheoretical search for “meaning without referent” (see Westen and Rosenthal, 2003,
609). Likewise a close reading of Borsboom et al. (2004) need not support the allegation in
Hood (2009) that the authors over-correct by simply sidestepping epistemological consid-
erations. Neither of these camps, however, is as explicit as us that validity is a relationship
between a semantic claim and the world.

20As Kim (1971) writes, “the orthographic features of an event description are not a
reliable guide to the ontological structure of the event it describes . . . ”
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GSL took their text to be an instance of “enforcement.” The correspondence between the

observed physical intervention and the underlying construct is necessarily imperfect, how-

ever (Adcock and Collier, 2001, 534). For example, different physical manifestations can

correspond to the same referent depending on the context, such as when Dunning (2008,

43) devises different informational voting interventions to match across implementations

in Latin America, South Asia and Africa (see Gilbert et al., 2016).21

In a proposed empirical test of the causal process, that is, whether A causes B, the

manipulated intervention variable A is presumed to contain at least one necessary com-

ponent (active ingredient) for the cause to occur (Mackie, 1965; Rothman, 1976). Every

intervention must be a bundle of components, however, some of which are active (α) and

some of which are inert (θα). Internal validity itself cannot warrant assigning the label

“active ingredient” to any of the elements in the intervention because the manipulation

itself is always potentially confounded with active ingredients not explicitly labeled by

the researchers (Cook et al. 2014, 379,382; Fong and Grimmer 2019). This is the prob-

lem Dafoe et al. (2018) identify as “informational equivalence.” Instead, as a minimum

requirement, a valid causal claim must assume and specify the active ingredient α and

assign to it a construct valid, semantically-meaningful label.

The active ingredients in social science interventions typically are not as easily iden-

tified as in the case of drug trials. For the GSL example, the manipulation is not only

the enforcement message but everything else bundled with the intervention, including the

level of threat, the presence of the numerals indicating the statute, sentence complexity,

and so on (see Fong and Grimmer, 2019). Because the inert and active ingredients per-

fectly covary within an internally valid design, internal validity alone cannot distinguish

active from inert ingredients. Some elements might not be entirely ontologically distinct,

such as “enforcement” and “threat” in the GSL example. If the elements are sufficiently

21Gilbert et al. (2016) considers whether, to an Israeli, certain employment consequences
that follow taking leave for mandatory military service are the same, to an American, as
those that follow from taking leave from work to get married and go on a honeymoon.
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distinguishable, conceptually and empirically, which ingredient best characterizes what is

actually driving outcomes remains an open question.22

The credibility revolution understands aspects of this problem of confounding in the

intervention, although they address the problem by stipulating ancillary assumptions

rather than treating it as a core element of validity. In particular, when there is full

compliance with the protocol, RCT designs rely on two assumptions in addition to the

assumption of randomization, known as the “exclusion restriction” and the “stable unit

treatment value assumption” (SUTVA) (Angrist et al., 1996; Gerber and Green, 2012).

The exclusion restriction assumes the assignment has no effect on the outcome other than

its effect in changing a unit’s exposure to the intervention. SUTVA assumes that the

treatment each unit receives is not affected by other units, irrespective of whether the

other units were assigned to treatment or control.23 The substantive purpose of these

two assumptions is to rule out certain, but not all, aspects of the confounding within the

intervention that can remain even when internal validity is perfect (see Julnes, 2004).

First consider the exclusion restriction. Absent blinding, random assignment itself can

create confounds such as John Henry and Hawthorne effects that occur simply because

the unit is aware of assignment. To assume the assignment itself is not causal under the

exclusion restriction is to assume that the assignment is not among the active ingredi-

ents. The purpose of the exclusion restriction is to label the assignment process as an

inert component, but the assumption itself does not identify the active component of the

intervention required by construct validity (Julnes, 2004, 176).24

22Identifying an unconfounded molar package of elements is potentially useful for pre-
vention. If one element of the package is necessary, withholding the full package would
disable the cause (Rothman, 1976, 558). Often though analysts wish to identify the cause
that brings about an outcome, rather than how to prevent outcomes.

23Technically, since the exclusion restriction and SUTVA allow the analyst to ignore
each unit’s assignment as well as the assignment and exposure vector of all other units,
the two assumptions greatly reduce the number of potential outcomes that need to be
considered (Angrist et al., 1996).

24Dafoe et al. (2018) recommend evoking a stronger version of the exclusion restriction
to assume that all necessary latent components that are not of interest to the analyst are
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Second, SUTVA is intended to identify the active ingredients in the intervention. For

example, SUTVA rules out the presence of spillover from the treatment units to the control

units, such as when someone in GSL’s treatment group is friends with someone in the

control group and so shares the postcard message. Randomization in an RCT does not rule

out this scenario and hence the analyst must assume the states that define treatment and

control are the ones that the analyst had intended. Construct validity however requires

semantic labels to match the referents. Merely assuming the label matches the underlying

real cause, via the exclusion restriction and SUTVA, cannot adequately substitute for

specification of the labels.

Formalizing Construct Validity of the Cause. Under our notation, a claim for

weak construct validity of the cause takes the form,

“p[B|(α ∧ θα) ∧ C)] > p[(B|(¬α ∧ θα) ∧ C] ∀ θα,” (8)

where the ∀ symbol means “for each” – that is, the cases where θα is either true or false.25

Under this claim, when α is present the probability of the outcome is higher than when α

is absent, and that inequality holds both when the potential confound θα is present and

when it is not. In other words, the cause α must be specified. If Claim 8 is false (given

our background assumptions), the claimed cause “α” is not a real cause α and construct

validity is absent.

Our definition of construct validity cannot be accommodated in either the RCM or

the SCM whenever practitioners in either framework take measured variables as primitive.

To enable valid generalized causal claims, the RCM would need to relax the requirement

uncorrelated with the latent component of interest (see also Fong and Grimmer, 2019).
This stronger assumption implies that the analyst correctly understands a priori which
components of the manipulation are active and which are inert.

25For simplicity we omit cases in which θα is true on one side of the statement and
false on the other side. This is analogous to the SUTVA assumption evoked in RCTs to
simplify the number of counterfactuals an experiment has to consider.
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that potential outcomes are defined over measured variables only (Edwards et al., 2015).

The SCM would need to encode assumptions regarding the active ingredients as latent

causal nodes in a DAG (see the appendix). Claim 8 demonstrates the inadequacy of the

exclusion restriction and SUTVA as a substitute for construct validity, in that each of

these is only a special case of assumptions regarding inert ingredients, for example, that

θα characterizes the assignment process or non-causal components of intervention itself.

Instead, the claim in 8 holds that the cause the researcher postulates to be the actual

cause is in fact an actual cause – in other words, that it matters specifically whether α is

present, not just whether θα is absent.

A claim of strong construct validity of the cause would add the following to claim 8:

“p[B|(α ∧ θα) ∧ C)] ≈ p[(B|(α ∧ ¬θα) ∧ C] ∀ α.” (9)

When α is present, the probability of B is not affected by θα, and likewise when α is absent.

Under our background assumptions, unless this is true the claimed inert ingredient “θα”

is not the real inert ingredient θα, and hence construct validity does not occur. The

difference between the weak and strong version is that in the weak version α is relevant

to the outcome regardless of whether θα is present. By contrast, the strong version adds

that θα’s presence or absence is irrelevant to the outcome.

Construct Validity of the Outcome. Correctly identifying and measuring the out-

come of interest is also essential for causal identification. In a clinical trial, for example,

one might relieve the symptoms and mistakenly conclude one has cured the underlying

disease (e.g., using fever as the measure of disease then applying ice to the patient and

claiming the disease cured). In the GSL example, the intervention aims to increase juror

turnout, but the jury administrator might record an excuse from service as also having

fulfilled the legal requirements.

Construct validity in the outcome is present when the outcome is correctly labeled and
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conceptualized. The directly measured outcome B might stand in a variety of relationships

to the outcome of interest β. In some cases, β itself might be directly measurable (e.g.,

response time) in which case B=β. More commonly, B and β stand in some causal

relationship, where B is a presumed cause or effect of β or the two are related to a

common cause. For example, if β is juror turnout, B might be the clerk’s record of which

residents reported on the assigned day, which could be entirely accurate or contain false

positives or negatives. Generally, the tighter the causal relationship between β and B,

the better the warrant for inferring from the directly observed B to the claimed β.

The details of causal modeling of the relationship between B and β elude our simple

probabilistic notation. We note that whenB is observed, it might be true that the outcome

of interest β occurred or (in false positive cases) it might be true that only a related

outcome not of interest θβ might have occurred. For example if the jury administrator

recorded a request for a deferment or exemption as satisfying the juror’s legal obligation,

even though GSL might not have intended such behavior to count as jury service. Internal

validity does not establish the existence of the required relationship between β and B.

Absent specification that B captures β, one cannot properly claim to have specified the

real outcome. Hence construct validity of the outcome would be lacking.

6 Causal Specification for External Validity

The traditional definition of external validity focuses on whether an identified causal effect

extrapolates or is “generalizable” to other settings (Cook, 2014b; Findley et al., 2021;

Guala, 2005; Julnes, 2004; Shadish et al., 2002). “Settings” include different countries,

time periods, populations, contexts and laboratories. Although this definition is standard,

in the social sciences it is often seen as an unattainable ideal (Deaton and Cartwright,

2018; Findley et al., 2021) as there are very few social science studies that yield the same

results across any and all settings of human existence (Cook, 2014b; Julnes, 2004). Hence,

external validity has often been one ideal that social scientists feel comfortable failing to
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attain.

The GSL vignette exemplifies the pervasive lack of traditionally-defined external va-

lidity in studies with strong internal validity. Indeed, RCTs usually yield widely varying

results across settings (Allcott, 2015; Deaton, 2010, 2019; Deaton and Cartwright, 2018;

Olsen et al., 2013; Peters et al., 2018; Pritchett and Sandefur, 2013, 2015; Vivalt, 2020;

Weiss et al., 2014), and results from psychological experiments vary dramatically across

societies and “WEIRD (Western Educated Industrialized Rich Democracies) subjects are

particularly unusual compared with the rest of the species” (Henrich et al., 2010).26 As

Banerjee and Duflo (2009, 160) acknowledge, “Without assumptions, results from exper-

iments cannot be generalized beyond their context.”

Clarifying the Definition of External Validity. Partly because of the pervasive

lack of traditionally-defined external validity, we propose a clarification of the definition

of external validity. Our definition is less a revision and more a clarification that aims to

unify recent advances.

First, we define conditions as any features that are balanced across treatment and

control groups or constant in a setting. Like Cartwright’s (2011) “helping factors” and

“countering causes,” Deaton and Cartwright’s (2018) “support factors,” and Findley and

colleagues’ (2021) “context or structural factors,” conditions can augment or undermine

a cause. Conditions include quintessential characteristics of settings like culture, history,

and institutions. The conditions also include all elements that are constant in the exper-

imental design, attributes of the experimental units that are balanced between treatment

and control, and aspects of the causal field (Mackie, 1965) that are all constant relative

to the intervention. In the classic example, oxygen is an active condition that is necessary

for the treatment effect of striking a match to result in the outcome of fire (Pearl, 2019).

26Many highlight how imperfect implementation triggers variation in effects across set-
tings (Allcott, 2015; Deaton and Cartwright, 2018; Olsen et al., 2013; Peters et al., 2018;
Ravallion, 2012; Vivalt, 2020; Weiss et al., 2014). Yet, low external validity is common
even with ideal implementation.
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As we explain below, other conditions are inert (e.g. nitrogen in the air).

Second, we clarify that external validity is the correct specification of the conditions

that define the causal generalization. Put differently, external validity requires correctly

labeling the conditions that enable the treatment to produce its effects. According to the

traditional definition, a claim is externally valid if it generalizes across settings. We say

a claim is externally valid to the extent that the researchers have accurately specified the

conditions defining the range of settings across which the effect generalizes. Rather than

characterizing the extent to which findings generalize (Findley et al., 2021), we propose

external validity specifies exactly when a causal effect does or does not generalize. Hence,

external validity means the researcher has accurately specified the conditions that enable

or disable a causal effect.

This revised definition is more useful for the realities of social science. Unlike the

traditional definition, we embrace that treatment effects will vary across settings because

of the inescapable role of conditions that also matter for the outcome.27 It is not as helpful

to simply say a causal claim lacks external validity because it is constrained to a narrow

range of settings. We say it is more helpful to specify how a causal claim is contingent on

specific conditions. The heart of external validity then becomes the correctness of one’s

causal specification based on the relevant conditions.

While GSL lacked traditionally-defined external validity, the actual problem is that

GSL does not even know why the treatment worked in Riverside and not Orange County.

GSL could attain external validity however by correctly specifying which conditions mod-

erate their causal effect and define the range of settings. For example, GSL might demon-

strate the intervention works in the setting of Riverside but not in Orange County because

27Several others make this point about RCTs (e.g. Deaton and Cartwright 2018; Guala
2005; Peters et al. 2018; Weiss et al. 2014). For example, Pritchett and Sandefur (2015,
474) write, “Social programs, in contrast, are embedded in contexts which encompass a
long list of unknown factors which interact in often unknown ways.” Ravallion (2012,
110) refers to “the institutional-implementation factors that might make a given program
a success in one place, or at one scale, but not another.”
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of the condition of affluence. This clarifies the essential role of a particular condition across

settings for causal specification. Traditionally, one would say GSL lacks external validity

because the treatment worked in Riverside but not Orange County. We propose GSL has

external validity if they can say the treatment works in Riverside because of an absence

of affluence and fails in Orange because of a presence of affluence.

Our revision unifies recent efforts to incorporate external validity into causal frame-

works. First, in Pearl and colleagues’ transportability approach (Bareinboim and Pearl,

2016), one needs to know which conditions are modifying the causal effect (Humphreys

and Scacco, 2020). Knowing “where” in the directed acyclic graph that effect moderation

is occurring requires knowledge of what conditions in settings matter. Second, Banerjee

et al. (2017) argue for an “inherently subjective” “structured speculation” to use theory

and knowledge of conditions to generalize treatment effects across settings. Third, Stuart

et al. (2011) use propensity scores and weighting to assess if RCT samples generalize and

have external validity to a target population. This requires the researcher know which

conditions to include in the propensity score model and on what conditions to compare

sample and target population (Pritchett and Sandefur, 2013).

Despite their contributions, it is important to note that these recent efforts are vulner-

able to the same criticisms of unknown confounding that motivated the “radical skeptic”

camp of the credibility revolution. After all, it is not clear why one should have “rad-

ical skepticism” about unknown confounders within one setting while maintaining even

modest optimism about knowing what unobserved conditions enable generalization across

settings. In all three recent approaches, one relies on the same sorts of verbal assurances

that the radical skeptics sought to marginalize in claims about internal validity.

For instance, Deaton and Cartwright (2018, 13) explain propensity scores and weight-

ing only work when observables perfectly align with the relevant conditions, the conditions

are present both in the initial sample and population, and the effects of conditions are the

same in both the initial sample and population. In the GSL vignette, suppose that in the
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first Riverside trial the court provided GSL with zip codes for each of the prospective ju-

rors but not other covariate information (as in Bowler et al., 2014). Say GSL determined

that the causal effect of the enforcement postcard did not vary significantly across zip

codes within Riverside and tried to extrapolate from that. But if the affluence in Orange

County is not reflected across the zip codes in Riverside County, such subgroup analyses

could not enable GSL to generalize. Hence, GSL would fail to have external validity.

Why External Validity Matters. The social sciences have greatly prioritized internal

validity over external validity for at least several decades (Cook, 2014a; Findley et al.,

2021; Julnes, 2004; Pirog, 2014; Pritchett and Sandefur, 2013). For instance, the justly

influential causal inference textbooks by Morgan and Winship (2015) and by Imbens and

Rubin (2015) have zero mentions of external validity in their indexes.

The credibility revolution often sidesteps external validity by simply acknowledging a

causal estimate is “local.” However, if one has identified only a local causal effect, with

no considerations of external validity, one can only accomplish a very limited kind of

knowledge (Cronbach, 1982). A local internally valid causal effect is circumscribed to a

specific set of units exposed to a specific event in a specific time and specific place and

is only knowable retrospectively (Cook, 2012; Deaton, 2010, 2019; Guala, 2005; Roth-

man, 1976; VanderWeele and Hernán, 2006; Vivalt, 2020; Westreich et al., 2019). As

Cartwright (2011) explains, internal validity only shows “it works somewhere.” Actually,

internal validity only shows it historically worked (in the past tense) somewhere (Nosek

and Errington, 2020). This does not yield the sort of knowledge or inference social sci-

entists typically want (Findley et al., 2021). Cartwright (2011) explains, we want to

know: “it works widely” or “it will work for us” (Cook, 2014b; Deaton, 2010; Deaton and

Cartwright, 2018; Pritchett and Sandefur, 2013, 2015).28

28For these reasons, Rubin (1974) stressed the need for “subjective random sampling”
of settings to ensure a study was of “practical interest,” “representative” and “useful.”
Cronbach (1982, 137) similarly argues that internal validity alone is “trivial, past-tense,
and local.”
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Unfortunately, internal validity alone does not warrant making any claims beyond a

historical claim about what happened in the one very specific setting in which the research

was conducted. Confronted with the lack of external validity, scholars often respond one

of two ways. First, many claim that identifying an effect in one setting is sufficient and

they have no intention to produce general knowledge. However, by claiming they only

intend to make an extremely specific historical claim about the effect of something in only

one setting, they are retreating to what we call the historicist’s refuge.

Historians’ idiographic causal narratives of specific events are certainly valuable. Nev-

ertheless, we doubt that social scientists – if pressed on the matter – would concede they

have no desire to be different from historians (Findley et al., 2021; Henrich et al., 2010).

As Nosek and Errington (2020, 3) explain, researchers rarely limit their inferences to a

“particular climate, at particular times of day, at a particular point in history, with a

particular measurement method, using particular assessments, with a particular sample.”

Indeed, there is an implicit generalization even in topic and setting selection – as re-

searchers choose topics and settings for the very purpose that they are likely to illustrate

some general phenomenon.

If it is truly the case that a social scientist only wants to make a “local” and non-

generalizable claim, it is essential to be explicit. Just as the credibility revolution has

transformed scientific discourse by requiring causal identification for any language of

causal effects, scholars should declare their lack of any intent to generalize to any set-

ting other than the experimental setting that already occurred.29 This would require a

substantial change to prevailing practices as readers would need to police against any

language of generalization in the absence of external validity just like readers currently

police against causal language in the absence of internal validity.

29Notably, studies of the U.S. rarely justify selecting the unusual U.S. case, specify
what conditions make the U.S. unusual, or qualify how conclusions might not generalize
(Findley et al., 2021). By contrast, studies of non-U.S. contexts are routinely required to
justify precisely how their context is unique and/or generalizes.
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Ultimately, in the historicist’s refuge, one takes the position of claiming to identify a

causal effect while having no understanding of the conditions in the setting enabling that

effect. The researcher does not know how much of the effect is due to the treatment, the

conditions in the setting, or some complex interaction of treatment and conditions. Nor

does the researcher even know if the conditions are common or unusual and hence whether

the treatment will have an effect in any other setting. If the conditions in the setting are

unusual, then the causal effect will be unusually large or small – a form of selection bias

that is similar to the unknown confounding bias that concerned the credibility revolution

(Findley et al., 2021). In the GSL vignette, GSL does not know if Riverside or Orange

County reveals the true causal effect and it could equally be because of either helping

factors in Riverside or countering causes in Orange (or both). There could even be

unknown conditions that reveal both Riverside and Orange are unusual.

Second, some admit to a lack of external validity and say the “next step” is to go

forth across a range of settings. For instance, Banerjee and Duflo (2009, 162) write: “If

we were prepared to carry out enough experiments in varied enough locations, we could

learn as much as we want to know about the distribution of the treatment effects across

sites.” This is not possible however without external validity and causal specification.

Sampling a “range of settings” or “similar settings” presumes one knows what defines

the range or similarity. Sampling from a part of the population does not represent the

population, and the law of large numbers does not remedy sampling from a corner of the

sample space.30 Defining the sample space can only be a theoretical speculation about

what moderates the treatment (Banerjee and Duflo, 2009; Deaton and Cartwright, 2018).

In the GSL vignette, the method of choosing Orange County as the next step does not

establish relevant differences across the range of settings because those differences are

30This leads to problematic “simple enumerative induction.” Cartwright (2011) and
Deaton and Cartwright (2018) review several examples of why one cannot infer: RCT 1
worked, RCT 2 worked, therefore RCT 3 or all RCTs will work. Cartwright (2011) ex-
plains that this is an unwarranted “power or capacity claim” that the treatment “reliably
promotes” outcomes.
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unknown just like unknown confounders.

Again, this is hard to square with the “radical skeptics”’ concerns about unknown

confounding. Unfortunately, there is no clear methodology for discovering the unknown

conditions across the range of settings (Cartwright, 2011; Deaton, 2010; Deaton and

Cartwright, 2018). Hence, when a researcher pursues internal validity without exter-

nal validity, they appear to have “radical skepticism” about unknown confounders but

more than modest optimism about knowing the relevant conditions across settings. Ab-

sent clear, epistemically warranted specification of relevant conditions, any sampling of

the range of settings remains speculative and exploratory (e.g., Banerjee and Duflo, 2009).

One simply does not know that well-known characteristics of settings are what actually

moderates the treatment and should be the basis of sampling across settings (Pritchett

and Sandefur, 2013; Ravallion, 2012). This is just like pre-credibility revolution regression

analyses that fell back on verbal assurances because they had no way of knowing if all

confounders had been controlled (Deaton and Cartwright, 2018; Muller, 2015).

Formalizing External Validity. We now offer a formal definition of external validity.

Our definition of external validity relies on understanding conditions as all features of the

setting, units, or intervention that are constant or balanced between values of α. Recall

we define the setting and conditions in the equation, C , (γ ∧ θγ), that is, C is true

if both γ and θγ are true; γ are the active ingredients in the setting that moderate the

manipulated cause α, and θγ are the inert ingredients that are also in the setting.

Under our definition of external validity, the causal conditions γ must be correctly

specified to make a valid causal generalization. The presence of θγ clarifies there are lots

of other ways that settings vary and many of those are ignorable. A claim of weak external

validity takes the form

“p[B|A ∧ (γ ∧ θγ)] > p[B|A ∧ (¬γ ∧ θγ)] ∀ θγ,” (10)
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Note the close parallel with weak construct validity of the cause in claim 8. The outcome

has a higher probability when γ is present versus absent, regardless of whether θγ is present

or absent. The RCM currently is not well-equipped to handle considerations of external

validity, given that its focus is on identifying local effects. The SCM addresses consider-

ations of external validity using notions of the notions of “transportability” described in

Bareinboim and Pearl (2016), although as the appendix shows, claims of transportability

must be over latent conditions γ rather than measured contextual variables C.

A claim of strong external validity adds the following to claim 10:

“p[B|A ∧ (γ ∧ θγ)] ≈ p[B|A ∧ (γ ∧ ¬θγ)] ∀ γ.” (11)

In the strong external validity claim, which θγ occurs is irrelevant to the probability of

the outcome, provided that A and γ are constant. Under our background assumptions,

unless both equations are true the claimed causal condition “γ” is not the real causal

condition γ and the claimed inert condition “θγ” is not the real inert condition θγ.

7 A Framework for Causal Specification

The tight linkage between the concept of internal validity and the concept of causality

is encoded in the causal frameworks that governed the credibility revolution. The poten-

tial outcomes framework (Holland, 1986; Rubin, 1974) and the structural causal models

framework (Pearl, 2000) are each centered on the problem of unconfoundedness, but with

little consideration of the necessity of external validity or construct validity. As a result,

neither serves as an adequate general framework for validity.

In the potential outcomes framework, measured variables are primitive when defining

counterfactuals: “A” is simply A, “B” is simply B, and the results typically are implicitly

local to the study conditions C, each without regard to the causal relata and conditions

that are the actual components of the causal process. In this respect, the RCM requires
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some modification of its fundamental principles to accommodate these more general no-

tions of validity (Edwards et al., 2015). In the SCM, while it is permissible to include

latent causal nodes in a directed graph, such as α or γ, the appendix shows that a graph

that includes measured variables as causal nodes violates the consistency rule (Pearl, 2010,

872) in that such a graph would mistakenly condition on a non-causal entity.

More importantly, causal specification informs users of either framework the assump-

tions that must be added to the common identification strategies in order to support

deductive causal claims. A strong claim of validity requires causal specification of all of

claims 7 to 11. No one of them is sufficient for specifying a causal generalization. A

weaker claim omits 9 and 11. When researchers focus on internal validity, they can often

establish claim 5 (“p(B|A∧C) > p(B|¬A∧C)”) but they risk inferring without adequate

justification from claim 5 to claim 6 (“p(β|α ∧ γ) > p(β|¬α ∧ γ)”). In the absence of

construct and external validity, the researcher mistakenly converts a deductive “what if”

question to an exploratory “why” question. One merely posits that α is the active ingre-

dient in A, that B accurately tracks β, and that the causal relationship holds across a

range of (only implicitly specified) settings. To make these assumptions without sufficient

warrant is to assume away most problems at the core of validity, substituting informal

speculation for rigorous clarification of the nature of the cause, the nature of the effect,

and the scope of the generalization.

As our notation makes plain, even if a formal identification strategy justifies 5, that by

itself in no way justifies making the claim about the causal process expressed in equation

6. To see this, we expand claim 5 using definition 4 to the equivalent statement,

“p[β ∨ θβ|(α ∧ θα) ∧ (γ ∧ θγ)] > p[β ∨ θβ|¬(α ∧ θα) ∧ (γ ∧ θγ)].” (12)

Comparing claim 5 to claim 12, expanding A problematizes construct validity of the cause;

expanding B problematizes construct validity of the outcome; and expanding C problema-
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tizes external validity. We depict claims 12 as a causal graph (DAG) in the appendix.

The limits of internal validity are illustrated by the GSL example. Solely focusing on

internal validity, GSL does not know what conditions explain why the treatment worked

at all, much less why it worked in the first setting and not subsequent settings. Internal

validity is of no assistance in labeling the active ingredients in either the manipulation or

in the setting or conditions.

8 Conclusion

Social scientists typically aim to contribute to general knowledge about what causes what

in what conditions, and not merely historical knowledge that something caused something

one time in the past. That is, social scientists aim to arrive at valid causal generalizations.

In our framework for understanding validity, a causal generalization of the form “α

causes β in γ” is valid if and only if it is true that α causes β in γ. The challenge of

causal specification is not only the challenge of confirming that in fact something caused

something in one setting (i.e. the focus of internal validity) but equally the challenge of

specifying – correctly labeling and conceptualizing – the nature of the cause, the nature

of the effect, and the conditions under which the generalization holds. By itself, even the

most rigorous proof of internal validity shows only that some aspect of the manipulation

(A but not necessarily α) caused some measured outcome (B but not necessarily β) in

one setting (C, typically leaving γ implicit). Construct validity is achieved when the

semantically asserted cause and effect are the actual cause and effect. External validity is

achieved when the scope of the generalization is correctly specified. Unless all three types

of validity are present, a claim that α causes β in γ is false. All three types of validity

are required; none have priority.

We show that the formal identification assumptions within “credible designs” are in-

sufficient for supporting generalized causal claims, irrespective of whether one is working
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in the SCM or the RCM. The commonly-cited identification assumptions ensure internal

validity but fail to ensure construct and external validity. We encourage social scientists

attend equally to internal, construct, and external validity. As our framework of causal

specification makes clear, all three are equally necessary for generalized causal claims and

hence supply the additional assumptions that must augment current approaches to identi-

fication in order to support the deductive justification of causal claims. These assumptions

inevitably rely partly on subjective, theoretically-grounded, and verbally-justified label-

ing of the relata for construct validity, and of the conditions for external validity. These

additional assumptions regarding the relata and conditions are as necessary for deriving

a causal claim as is the assumption of internal validity.

If applied researchers ignore construct and external validity when stating deductive

causal claims, they mistakenly convert the intended deductive claim into a claim based

on exploration and speculation – contrary to the goals of the credibility revolution. Our

framework for causal specification corrects this, and offers a means for applied researchers

to preserve the deductive nature of their claims not only at the level of measured variables

but also – and more importantly – at the level of relata and conditions. In this way,

causal specification clarifies the additional assumptions that are required for the credibility

revolution to achieve its aspirations of understanding causal effects.
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A Appendix 1: DAG Representation

Figure 1

The DAG in this appendix section is a representation of the generalized causal claim

“α causes β in γ” as defined in claim 12 of the main text; this representation is valid

if it corresponds to nature. Z is an assignment mechanism. All of the other nodes are

defined in the text. Nodes represented by Greek letters are latent or unobserved, and

nodes represented by Latin letters are measured or observed. Among the latent nodes,

the θ vector contains “inert” ingredients in that the nodes do not have any effect, either

direct or indirect, on the outcomes β or B. α and γ are “active” ingredients in that they

cause the outcome of interest β. An ideal experiment would execute a do(α) procedure,

in both the presence and absence of γ, but since α and γ are latent such a procedure is

not possible.

The DAG offers a proof that a valid causal statement never conditions on the measured

variables since doing so in all cases would condition on a collider variable. Instead,

to support a strongly valid generalized causal claim based on an observed statistical

relationship between A and B, all of the Greek letter nodes must be specified. To support

a weakly valid causal claim, the θ vector does not need to be specified.
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B Appendix 2: Completeness of Validity Statements

Claims 8 and 9 show the claims regarding α and θα needed to meet our requirements

for construct validity of the cause. Note that each claim has four arguments over these

two parameters that are relevant to the claim, two on the left-hand side and two on the

right-hand side. Here we show that the paper has already considered all of the relevant

permutations for the binary case. As we state in footnote 25, for simplicity, we omit cases

in which the universally quantified variable is true on one side of the statement and false

on the other side. That is, we are not considering the case where counterfactuals over

both α and θα can occur at the same time. This is analogous to the SUTVA assumption

evoked in RCTs to simplify the number of counterfactuals an experiment has to consider.

Table 1 gives all of the possible permutations of the elements in the four arguments for

construct validity of the cause, and we show that the permutations we ignore are equalities

that are not relevant to construct validity or simply provide redundant information. In

addition, since the conditions for external validity are exactly symmetric to those of

construct validity of the cause, the same results apply to demonstrate that equations 10

and 11 for external validity are similarly comprehensive.

Notice first that rows 1 to 4 of table 1 simply state equalities that have no bearing

on validity. Notice next that rows 11-16 are redundant statements that simply switch

which argument set is on the left- or right-hand side, where the specific redundancies are

listed in the final column, and so these rows provide no additional information for validity.

Finally, notice that rows 5-6 allow both counterfacutuals to occur at the same time, which

we have ruled out by assumption. And so the only rows that we need to consider are

7-10, which correspond to equations 8 and 9 that are in the paper. In particular, rows 7

and 8 correspond to the requirements for weak construct validity of the cause with θα set

to true and false, respectively. Rows 9 and 10 correspond to the requirements for strong

construct validity of the cause with α set to true and false, respectively.

This analysis does not consider the much more complex case where there are interac-
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Table 1: Permutations for Construct Validity of the Cause

Row Arg. 1 Arg. 2 Arg. 3 Arg. 4 Result
1 α θα α θα Equality
2 α ¬θα α ¬θα Equality
3 ¬α θα ¬α θα Equality
4 ¬α ¬θα ¬α ¬θα Equality
5 α θα ¬α ¬θα Ruled Out by Assumption
6 α ¬θα ¬α θα Ruled Out by Assumption
7 α θα ¬α θα Claim 8, First Case
8 α ¬θα ¬α ¬θα Claim 8, Second Case
9 α θα α ¬θα Claim 9, First Case
10 ¬α θα ¬α ¬θα Claim 9, Second Case
11 α ¬θα α θα Redundant to Row 9
12 ¬α θα α θα Redundant to Row 7
13 ¬α θα α ¬θα Redundant to Row 6
14 ¬α ¬θα α θα Redundant to Row 5
15 ¬α ¬θα α ¬θα Redundant to Row 8
16 ¬α ¬θα ¬α θα Redundant to Row 10

tions between construct and external validity, or for interactions between active and inert

elements. These interactions do not exist by assumption, and so are outside the scope of

this paper, but relaxing those assumptions is straightforward.
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